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homeland, Einstein was a remarkably prolific political writer, someone who took courageous and often unpopular stands
against nationalism, militarism, anti-Semitism, racism, and McCarthyism. In Einstein on Politics, leading Einstein
scholars David Rowe and Robert Schulmann gather Einstein's most important public and private political writings and put
them into historical context. The book reveals a little-known Einstein--not the ineffectual and naïve idealist of
popular imagination, but a principled, shrewd pragmatist whose stands on political issues reflected the depth of his
humanity. Nothing encapsulates Einstein's profound involvement in twentieth-century politics like the atomic bomb. Here
we read the former militant pacifist's 1939 letter to President Franklin D. Roosevelt warning that Germany might try to
develop an atomic bomb. But the book also documents how Einstein tried to explain this action to Japanese pacifists
after the United States used atomic weapons to destroy Hiroshima and Nagasaki, events that spurred Einstein to call for
international control of nuclear technology. A vivid firsthand view of how one of the twentieth century's greatest
minds responded to the greatest political challenges of his day, Einstein on Politics will forever change our picture
of Einstein's public activism and private motivations.
Einstein and Oppenheimer Silvan S. Schweber 2009-06-30 Albert Einstein and J. Robert Oppenheimer, two iconic scientists
of the twentieth century, belonged to different generations, with the boundary marked by the advent of quantum
mechanics. By exploring how these men differed—in their worldview, in their work, and in their day—this book provides
powerful insights into the lives of two critical figures and into the scientific culture of their times.
A Tale Told by an Idiot Richard Taylor 2013-02-28 This is a story about one man's struggle to overcome class
discrimination, poverty, and abandonment in order to achieve success, wholeness, and recognition. It does not always
make light reading, but as with anything in life, there are humorous elements. A mixture of narrative storytelling and
academic investigation provides the necessary balance for discussing a difficult subject. From earliest childhood
memories, the reader is taken through the commotion of school life and ultimately beyond into the world of work. There
is a gradual reversal of roles, as the ideas applied to the writer in his youth are turned outwards upon his entourage,
and subsequently, the rest of society. One need not always agree; but hopefully the book will provide at the very least
food for thought, and demonstrate the limitations of any idea when taken to the extreme.
Albert Einstein Stephanie Sammartino McPherson 2008-01-01 Part of a series which explores the lives of famous figures
in history. Each book includes sidebars, a timeline and cartoon illustrations.
A Bee in Your Ear Frieda Wishinsky 2004-09-01 Kate is determined to win her spelling club's spelling bee, but the
competition is fierce. She can almost put up with Violet's relentless claims of superior spelling ability, but when
Kate and Jake begin to fight with each other, Kate is miserable. She wants to win the contest, but she doesn't want to
lose her best friend.
Albert Einstein Frieda Wishinsky 2005 Profiles the influential German physicist's childhood, brilliant career, and
peace advocacy, including his inventions, experiments, and escape from the Nazi regime.
A History of Just About Everything Elizabeth MacLeod 2013-08-01 From Buddha and Muhammad to King and Mandela, from the
discovery of fire to the invention of the World Wide Web, and from Romeo and Juliet to Harry Potter and the
Philosopher's Stone, this is a thorough and thoroughly entertaining compendium of important people and events.
Please, Louise! Frieda Wishinsky 2007 Jake's little sister refuses to leave him alone, and so finally, in desperation,
he wishes she was a dog, only to instantly regret his actions.
Einstein's Jewish Science Steven Gimbel 2012-05-21 This volume intertwines science, history, philosophy, theology, and
politics in fresh and fascinating ways to solve the multifaceted riddle of what religion means - and what it means to
science.
Albert Einstein: Revolutionary Physicist Jennifer Joline Anderson 2014-08-01 Teachers of Future theoretical physicist
and Nobel Prize recipient Albert Einstein thought he would amount to nothing. "Everybody is a genius," he said. "But if
you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree, it will live its life believing that it is stupid." Einstein noted
that creativity and deep-thinking were humans' most powerful tools. He is responsible for the general theory of
relativity and so much more. This title includes primary sources, sidebars, prompts and activities, charts and graphs,
and much more. Aligned to Common Core standards and correlated to state standards. Core Library is an imprint of Abdo
Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Explorers Who Made It... Or Died Trying Frieda Wishinsky 2011 Discover why each of these 12 intrepid explorers risked
everything to conquer the great unknown. Explorers have transformed the world with their curiosity. But with great
knowledge comes great responsibility, and thriving on adventure has often lead to great danger. The explorers profiled
here will give younger readers a fascinating survey of the history of this most dramatic of pastimes. The themes that
are explored are: what motivated these explorers? What were they looking for, and what did they actually find? How did
their journeys change their lives and the lives of the people they met? The explorers included are: Samuel de Champlain
Marco Polo Henry Hudson Christopher Columbus James Cook Hernán Cortés Lewis and Clark John Franklin Erik the Red and
Leif Eriksson Roald Amundsen
Sexual Misconduct in Education Grant Bowers 2003 The Student Protection Act, 2002 drastically changed the law on sexual
misconduct in schools. Along with new procedures and regulations, the Act also introduced many complicated, often
confusing legal issues. Designed especially for educators and administrators, Sexual Misconduct in Education:
Prevention, Reporting and Discipline is a comprehensive guide to these important changes.
Albert Einstein: Physicist & Genius Lillian E. Forman 2009-01-01 This title examines the remarkable life of Albert
Einstein. Readers will learn about his family background, childhood, education, development of scientific and
mathematic theories, and societal contributions. Color photos, detailed maps, and informative sidebars accompany easyto-read, compelling text. Features include a timeline, facts, additional resources, web sites, a glossary, a
bibliography, and an index. Essential Lives is a series in Essential Library, an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
Grades 6-9.
Jennifer Jones Won't Leave Me Alone Frieda Wishinsky 2004 "She writes me love poems, full of words like adore. Then she
sticks on red hearts, she bought at the store. A hilarious rhyming story about a little boy who is fed up with the
loving attentions of the little girl who sits next to him. But when the girl in question, Jennifer Jones, goes away,
our hero realises how much he misses her. Soon he's the one buying red hearts at the store. You'll fall in love too
with this heart-warming and highly amusing story coupled with Neal Layton's witty and quirky illustrations. Winner of
the Sheffield Children's Book Award 2004, The Stockport Children's Book Award 2004 and the Portsmouth Children's Book
Award 2005."
Albert Einstein Anne Marie Sullivan 2014-10-21 As a child, Albert Einstein was quiet and awkward. He had trouble making
friends and problems with learning in the classroom. As Albert grew up, he began to use his mind in ways he didn't
learn in school, leading him to become an expert in math and science. Einstein's ideas helped change the way scientists
thought of the world around us and change the course of history in the atomic age. Today, Einstein is one of history's
most famous scientists, and his theories have shaped science for decades. Learn about one of the most important
scientists of all time in Albert Einstein: Great Scientist.
Albert Einstein: Scientist Andrew May 2016-12-15 Albert Einstein has been an influential figure in the development of
modern physics since his paper on the theory relativity was published in Annalen der Physik in 1905. This book explores
Einsteins younger years, his struggle to get published, his tumultuous marriages and relationships, as well as his
pacifist attitudes in years characterized by war. Einstein continues to be idolized by people around the world for his
contributions to the advancement of physics and his staunch position as an anti-war activist. This book features
little-known details of Einsteins life, the viewpoints of his peers, and photographs chronicling his life.
Just Call Me Joe Frieda Wishinsky 2003-10-01 The year is 1909 and Joseph has just immigrated to the United States from
Russia. He thinks that life in New York City will be wonderful, but he has not bargained for the challenges of learning
English and of resisting the pressures to skip school, steal and fight to earn a place among the boys in his
neighbourhood. Just Call Me Joe presents a full picture of life in New York City for the working poor. Anna, Joe's
older sister, struggles to cope with the terrible factory conditions of the time. Aunt Sophie must take in boarders to
make ends meet. And Joseph must both accept change and remain true to himself in a new city with new challenges.
Survival: Shipwreck! Frieda Wishinsky 2015-11-01 From avalanches to shipwrecks, this brand-new fiction series hurtles
its characters into dangerous situations, leaving them with only their wits and and courage to survive! At 1:55 AM on
the morning of May 29, 1914, two young friends, Sarah and Albert stand on the deck of the Empress of Ireland, a ship
sailing from Canada to Liverpool, England. But excitement soon turns to terror, as the friends feel a sharp jolt. The
ship begins to tilt. People scream. Stewards order passengers to head for the lifeboats. It is a full-on nautical
disaster, and only one question remains. Will they survive?
Just Mabel Frieda Wishinsky 2008 Mabel hates her name - it's so boring. Then she sees a glamorous singer on television
called Mabel . . . and realizes that her own name is just fine after all. The I Am Reading series provides just the
right balance of challenge and support for newly independent readers. Large, easy-to-read type, satisfying stories by
top writers and cheerful full-colour pictures help children make the transition from picture books to chapter books.
Each book includes a bookmark flap, tips for beginner readers and either short, numbered chapters or two short stories.
What's the Matter with Albert? Frieda Wishinsky 2002 Kid reporter Billy Whitestone is assigned to interview the
reclusive Nobel Prize winner Albert Einstein for his school newspaper.
Albert Einstein Elizabeth MacLeod 2008-09-18 Provides a timeline of the life of Albert Einstein, chronicles his
personal and professional milestones, and highlights his contributions to the cause of world peace.

Genius Marfe Delano 2015-03-10 Presents the life of the renowned physicist, from his privileged childhood to his early
struggles to develop the theory of relativity, and his eventual recognition as one of the greatest scientists of the
twentieth century.
SOS! Titanic! Frieda Wishinsky 2010 Matt and Emily travel back in time aboard their antique red sled to the Titanic on
April 14, 1912, just hours before the ship is due to collide with an iceberg, where they attempt to avert the tragedy.
Avis Dolphin Frieda Wishinsky 2015-03-25 Inspired by the story of actual passengers on the ill-fated Lusitania, this is
a novel of great adventure and suspense, including graphic novel-style illustrations. Avis Dolphin doesn’t want to
leave New York and sail to England on the Lusitania. War is raging in Europe, and the Germans threaten to sink the
ship. Avis is lonely and afraid until she meets a kindly professor whose stories of a magical island help her face an
uncertain future. When the Lusitania is attacked, Avis must draw on all her newfound strength to cope with the
confusion, terror and despair. How can she survive the sudden devastation of the ship? Will the people she cares about,
especially the professor, live through the horror and danger? The immediacy of Frieda Wishinsky’s voice will engage
readers in this thrilling story based on real events. They will identify with Avis and Professor Holbourn as they
grapple with a stubborn captain, encounter German stowaways and contend with the feud between Avis’s two cabin mates.
In an atmosphere of growing anxiety, readers will be glued to the dramatic events as they unfold and the surprising
fate of the people they have come to know. Willow Dawson’s art depicts the stories the professor tells Avis in
enchanting graphic-novel form. They provide a riveting magical element to the story, creating a story-within-a-story.
Like Avis, readers will fall in love with Foula and will dream of the island long after they have reached the last page
of this exciting story. Correlates to the Common Core State Standards in English Language Arts: CCSS.ELALITERACY.RL.4.1 Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing
inferences from the text. CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.5.7 Analyze how visual and multimedia elements contribute to the
meaning, tone, or beauty of a text (e.g., graphic novel, multimedia presentation of fiction, folktale, myth, poem).
Oonga Boonga Frieda Wishinsky 2011-05 A whole new look for this enduring Scholastic Canada Classic! An updated look for
a classic story, written and illustrated by two of the top names in Canadian children's books! Daniel's family has a
little problem. Daniel's baby sister, Louise, just won't stop crying. Everyone in the family tries to soothe her. Her
mother sings a lullaby; her father rocks her in his arms; Grandma gives her a bottle; Grandpa plays a tune on his
harmonica. But nothing works! Little Louise just goes on crying until big brother Daniel appears on the scene and tells
her, "Oonga Boonga." Like magic, Louise's tears stop. But the funny thing is, these whimsical words don't work when the
grown-ups say them. Daniel has the magic touch with his little sister!
A Whale Tale Frieda Wishinsky 2008 Emily and Matt travel back in time to 1778 where they encounter giant whales, a
potlatch celebration, and the explorer Captain James Cook.
Albert Einstein Lisa Wade McCormick 2014-07-15 Albert Einstein's biography encompasses danger, romance, and a secret
government project that could have destroyed the world. Readers discover that Einstein was defined not only by his
equation E=mc2 and scientific theories that rewrote views of time, energy, and the universe, but also by his speaking
out against prejudice and segregation. This absorbing narrative includes Einstein's work at Princeton's Institute for
Advanced Study and his letter to President Franklin Roosevelt warning about Nazi nuclear weapons research and urging
Roosevelt to support nuclear research in America. A man of peace, Einstein later admitted that this letter was his "one
great mistake."
That's a Great Answer! Nancy N. Boyles 2007 Introduction -- Great objectives -- Great books -- Great instruction -Great discussions -- Great answers -- Forming a general understanding -- Developing an interpretation -- Connecting and
reacting to text --Examining the content and structure of text.
Alfie, No! Frieda Wishinsky 2019-09-03 Alfie can't stay out of messy trouble! Alfie tries to stay clean but he is
forever making a mess! But wait a second . . . who is Alfie? In this sweet, humorous story, award-winning author Frieda
Wishinsky celebrates the value of harmless mischief, the joys of getting dirty, and the bond between a boy and his dog.
Kids will delight in a fun twist that makes it clear just who is making the mess! Highlighting the value of friendship,
imagination and outdoor play, this fun tale will ring true to the young and the young at heart.
Albert Einstein Candice Baker 1997 Biography of the famous scientist.
You're Mean, Lily Jean Frieda Wishinsky 2014-06-23 A picture book that addresses the problem of bossy friends and the
struggle to stand up to them -- now in paperback. Sisters Sandy and Carly always play together, but when Lily Jean
moves in next door and joins them, everything changes. Now Lily Jean is calling the shots, ordering Carly to be a baby
when they play house and a dog when they play king and queen. Can Carly find a way to combat Lily Jean's bullying ways
and turn the tables on her bad behaviour? Frieda Wishinsky's simple text authentically portrays the world of little
girls and their complicated relationships, while Kady MacDonald Denton's illustrations subtly emphasize the lessons
about empathy, loyalty, and fairness.
The Man Who Made Parks Frieda Wishinsky 2009-01-13 The story of Olmsted who designed some of North America’s most
famous public spaces When the great cities of North America were being built, little thought was given to the idea of
creating “green spaces.” But these oases from the dirt, gravel, and noise of the crowded city streets were exactly what
were needed. One of the few people to recognize this fact was Frederick Law Olmsted, North America’s first landscape
architect. Combining his love of nature with his admiration for the structured beauty found in the great public parks
of London and Paris, Olmsted turned neglected, swampy acres on the edge of New York City into one of the most acclaimed
parks in the world: Central Park. But Olmsted’s success was not earned overnight. He spent many years wandering from
job to job, searching for the perfect career. And when he finally discovered his passion, few people were confident in
his abilities. But Olmsted fought for the preservation of areas like Yosemite in the USA, and his perseverance would be
rewarded: he went on to design some of the most famous public spaces in North America.
A Frog in My Throat Frieda Wishinsky 2008-03-01 When Jake's cousin Lionel moves nearby, Kate worries Jake will spend
all his time with Lionel and they will stop being best friends.
Albert Einstein and Relativity for Kids Jerome Pohlen 2012-10-01 Best known for his general theory of relativity and
the famous equation linking mass and energy, E = mc&², Albert Einstein had a lasting impact on the world of science,
the extent of which is illuminated—along with his fascinating life and unique personality—in this lively history. In
addition to learning all about Einstein's important contributions to science, from proving the existence and size of
atoms and launching the field of quantum mechanics to creating models of the universe that led to the discovery of
black holes and the big bang theory, young physicists will participate in activities and thought experiments to bring
his theories and ideas to life. Such activities include using dominoes to model a nuclear chain reaction, replicating
the expanding universe in a microwave oven, creating blue skies and red sunsets in a soda bottle, and calculating the
speed of light using a melted chocolate bar. Suggestions for further study, a time line, and sidebars on the work of
other physicists of the day make this an incredibly accessible resource for inquisitive children.
Albert Einstein Marwan Kahil 2019-08-15 A father offered his son, a five-year-old Albert Einstein, a compass that
triggered an irrepressible need to understand the laws of the universe and an iconic scientific career. At first a
simple employee of the Swiss Patent Office in Bern, the young Einstein published a series of scientific articles that
questioned everything previously understood in the world of physics. His theory, summed up by the formula E = mc2,
opened to humanity the doors of the power of the atom. A legendary genius, but also a great humanist, Einstein lived
through the first half of the 20th century, with all its horrors and contradictions, in the service of science, but
distraught by what man's madness is capable of doing with it.
Camp Disaster Frieda Wishinsky 2016-04-26 Charlotte Summers is sure that summer camp is going to be a disaster. And
she’s right. But it’s not as disastrous for her as it is for her counselor, Abby. Abby has no control over the girls in
her charge. The control is held by the cabin’s mean girl. Charlotte realizes that she could tip the balance of power
and unseat the bully, but does she have the courage to go for it?
Freedom Heroines (Profiles #4) Frieda Wishinsky 2013-01-01 Full-color series-six bios in one! Profiles is so much more
than just your typical biography series. The next book in this six-in-one, full-color bio series will focus on Civil
Champions--some of the incredible women who worked tirelessly to ensure equal rights for all. Kids will learn all of
the biographical information they need to know--background, family, education, accomplishments, etc., about: Susan B.
Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Ida B. Wells, Alice Paul, Rosa Parks, and Jane Addams.
Survival: Ice Storm! Frieda Wishinsky 2017-12-27 Caught in the vicious ice storm of 1998, would you survive? A severe
ice storm hits Montreal and parts of eastern Canada. Ethan’s dad is in Toronto on business and his step-mom, Sylvie, is
is going to have a baby. The weather is so bad his dad can’t fly home. When the power goes off in their building, they
try to adjust, but it’s cold despite all the blankets, and it’s dark despite candles and flashlights. Sylvie suddenly
feels unwell and his elderly neighbour, Mrs. Greenbaum, has been hurt. Is the baby coming early? Can he get help for
Mrs. Greenbaum in time? How will they survive?
Danger, Dinosaurs! Frieda Wishinsky 2007 Matt and Emily travel back in time on a magic sled and get a chance to view
dinosaurs up close and personal.
That's a Great Answer!
Einstein on Politics Albert Einstein 2013-11-10 The most famous scientist of the twentieth century, Albert Einstein was
also one of the century's most outspoken political activists. Deeply engaged with the events of his tumultuous times,
from the two world wars and the Holocaust, to the atomic bomb and the Cold War, to the effort to establish a Jewish
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